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Abstract

Current state-of-the-art methods that predict 3D from

single images ignore the fact that the height of objects and

their upright orientation is invariant to the camera pose and

intrinsic parameters. To account for this, we propose a sys-

tem that directly regresses 3D world coordinates for each

pixel. First, our system predicts the camera position with

respect to the ground plane and its intrinsic parameters.

Followed by that, it predicts the 3D position for each pixel

along the rays spanned by the camera. The predicted 3D

coordinates and normals are invariant to a change in the

camera position or its model, and we can directly impose a

regression loss on these world coordinates.

Our approach yields competitive results for depth and

camera pose estimation (while not being explicitly trained

to predict any of these) and improves across-dataset

generalization performance over existing state-of-the-art

methods.

1. Introduction

Scene understanding from single images has greatly im-

proved in the last decade, with major successes in a wide

variety of dense prediction tasks such as depth regression

[11, 18, 26], intrinsic image decomposition [24, 29] and

semantic segmentation [39, 43, 47], between others [41].

Though state-of-the-art methods for all these tasks use simi-

lar architectures and training techniques, there is an inherent

difference between these tasks that is usually disregarded:

whether the prediction for each pixel is invariant or not to

projective transformations.

If we had access to an algorithm that could derender an

image and produce novel views of the scene from different

positions, some of these tasks would behave differently. For

example, if a point on some element of the scene appeared

in both views, it would have the same values for the seman-

tics and the albedo, but it would have different values for

the depth. That is, semantics and albedo are invariant to

projective transformations, but depth is not.

Convolutional neural networks are somewhat invariant to

Figure 1. Given a single image, we predict 3D world coordinates

(where y = 0 corresponds to the floor) for each pixel. To this

end, we predict the camera intrinsics, the extrinsics and the depth

per pixel, and use these to recover world coordinates. We note

that, with this representation, ny and y per pixel are invariant to a

change in the position of the camera or its model.

this type of transformations and there are known techniques

that can make them generalize better [2, 31, 42]. Addition-

ally, augmenting the training data with random transforma-

tions of carefully chosen classes (such as affine transforma-

tions) has shown to improve generalization of CNN’s at test

time [8].

To exploit this robustness when predicting 3D structure

from a single image, we propose using a neural network that

predicts 3D coordinates in an appropriate reference frame

(which we call world frame). Using this reference frame,

one spatial dimension (yw, the height relative to a reference

plane) and one normal dimension (nw
y , the upright normal)

become invariant to projective transformations.

As seen in Figure 1, our model does not produce three

independent coordinate maps. Instead, we propose predict-

ing the camera model and the depth per pixel, which define

the 3D coordinates for each pixel. This technique allows re-

ducing the possible configurations for the point cloud of an

image to those that are possible under the predicted camera
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model.

Furthermore, a simple regression loss over both coordi-

nates and normals has non-local effects that regressing other

representations (such as depth) does not capture, as we il-

lustrate in Section 3.2. Non-local losses and models, which

exploit relations between distant pixels, have been shown to

increase robustness and generalization for a wide set of in-

ference problems [3, 35] and, particularly, for 3D regression

problems [40].

When the testing distribution matches that of training,

our method performs robustly on depth and extrinsics re-

gression, leveraging both depth and extrinsics information

already available in datasets such as Scannet [9]. Further-

more, when testing on different datasets than those used for

training, our method outperforms state of the art methods

that are trained with the same sources of data.

Finally, we show that the output of our system is partic-

ularly amenable to be used for downstream task. In partic-

ular, we show how to use its output to place 3D objects in

arbitrary images in the wild with minimal user intervention.

2. Related work

Depth and extrinsic parameter prediction. State-of-

the-art methods for regressing metric depth based on CNNs

have made major progress by combining better losses [11,

40], better architectures [6, 21] or by factorizing the prob-

lem [22, 26]. However, these design choices are usually in-

formed by train/test performance and ignore two challenges

that appear when using these systems in images in the wild:

(a) the distribution of the elements in the scene may change,

and (b) the distribution of the camera intrinsics and extrin-

sics may change.

The first has attracted a lot of attention, particularly for

the case where the objects are semantically the same but

have different visual appearance (e.g. simulation vs real ob-

jects [1, 44]). In this work, we particularly address the latter,

which has received less attention, although recent studies

[14, 34] point out that this is an unresolved issue limiting

generalization of these methods in practice.

Other methods avoid some of these two challenges by

regressing non-metric depth, for which supervision is eas-

ier to acquire. These produce metric depth maps up to an

unknown scale factor [23, 25], or up to an unknown non-

linear transformation [5, 20]. By design, these methods are

not able to regress metric depth, and their loss and their

performance evaluation (without using groundtruth) is non-

metric.

Learning to estimate camera intrinsics and extrinsics

has also been studied [13, 36]. Though end-to-end ap-

proaches have shown promising results outperforming ge-

ometric based methods, [37] shows that leveraging dense

predictions per pixel in both camera and world frames im-

proves the performance compared to approaches that di-

rectly regress these parameters. They show that this is spe-

cially useful when testing on a different data distribution

than the one used for training.

Additionally, unsupervised methods based on photomet-

ric consistency have been proposed to estimate both depth

and camera poses when the focal length is either known [12]

or not [46]. Despite this, methods based on photometric

consistency are inherently limited to predict depth up to an

unknown scale factor.

Semantic priors for 3D structure prediction Some of

the most successful methods to obtain metric 3D from a

single image use simple hand-crafted priors for the size and

spatial extent of typical elements in natural scenes. These,

methods, usually referred to as Single View Metrology [7],

exploit such priors to derive the camera model and the struc-

ture for other elements.

One of the priors that these methods often use is con-

structed over the height and the upright normal. Certain se-

mantic classes (such as people) can be modeled as standing

planes whose height is distributed according to a Gaussian

distribution. Works such as [19] and [32] use this fact to re-

construct the 3D structure of a scene from its semantic map.

To do this, they start by manually constructing a prior for

the heights of restricted set of classes (usually only people),

and then refine this prior using a database of semantically

annotated images. Once they have refined this prior, they

are able to infer the 3D structure for a new image using its

semantic annotations.

While some CNN learning based approaches have incor-

porated semantic knowledge into their pipeline [15], it has

been pointed out [34] that CNNs can fail to learn these sim-

ple priors. With this, though [19] and [32] are prone to fail

when their assumptions do not hold, they generalize bet-

ter to scenarios that were not seen during training, such as

novel viewpoints or different layouts of the scene.

Non-local losses Natural scenes often contain simple 3D

structures which extend through large regions of an image.

Consequently, the depth values for pixels across large re-

gions of the image are closely related. Therefore, a loss that

treats all pixels as independent entities does not properly

capture the structure of the problem. The Virtual Normal

method [40] uses this idea to derive a non-local loss that pe-

nalizes inconsistencies between distant pixels, by compar-

ing estimated and ground truth planes formed by randomly

sampled triplets of pixels. While these planes do not have

to correspond to physical planes in the world, they capture

the non-local structure of the depth map and achieved better

results than methods using only local losses.

Similarly, PlaneRCNN [26] forces the prediction to be

consistent in planar regions in the image. To this end, it

first detects and estimates the parameters of planar regions,
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and then composes them into a unified depth map for the

whole image. Though PlaneRCNN relies on two inde-

pendent stages, they show that reasoning explicitly about

the planar structure of the scene improves test time perfor-

mance.

3. Method

To obtain a 3D point cloud in world frame, our system

first predicts the intrinsics and extrinsics of a pinhole cam-

era and the depth per pixel, and then computes the 3D point-

cloud from these. The losses we use at training time then

only operate on the 3D point cloud, which allows us to im-

pose priors on the structure of the world which are indepen-

dent of the camera pose and parameters.

3.1. 3D Structure regressor

As depicted schematically in Figure 1, our network pre-

dicts the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters, where

the camera pose is parameterized via the pitch, roll, and

height of the camera to the ground plane, and the depth per

pixel zci .

To predict dense depth values per pixel, we use an

encoder-decoder CNN with the same Hourglass architecture

as [25]. We augment this CNN by substituting all its con-

volutional layers by CoordConv layers [28]. These layers

add coordinate maps as an additional input to the convolu-

tional layers in order to easily compute translationally vari-

ant functions. The reasoning behind this is that the function

that our system should predict is not translation invariant

in the image plane. For example, the extrinsics are tightly

coupled with the position of the horizon line in the image

plane.

To predict the camera parameters, we use the features

from the second-to-last layer, average pooled and followed

by three linear layers with ReLU activations after the first

two layers. We then use a sigmoid to normalize the output

values, and scale and bias them to known ranges. Assum-

ing a pinhole camera and using the depth zci and the intrin-

sic matrix K estimated by the network, we obtain the 3D

coordinates for a pixel with coordinates (xim
i , yimi ) in the

camera reference frame as

c
c
i = zciK

−1





xim
i

yimi
1



 (1)

Once we have obtained the 3D coordinates in the camera

reference frame, we transform them into a reference frame

where ny (upright normal) and y (height) are invariant to the

camera parameters. We refer to 3D coordinates in this refer-

ence frame as world coordinates cw. This reference frame

compensates for camera height (hc), roll rotation (Rroll)

and pitch rotation (Rpitch) with respect to the floor plane

that lies below the camera, and can be obtained from the

camera coordinates simply as:

c
w
i = R

−1

rollR
−1

pitchc
c
i −





0
hc

0



 (2)

3.2. Loss

To account for the ambiguity between the camera pa-

rameters and depth, we use the following regression loss

directly on the predicted world coordinates

L3D =

√

√

√

√

1

N

N
∑

i=0

‖cwi − cw∗

i ‖
2

(3)

where c
w∗

i are the ground truth 3D coordinates of the point

corresponding to pixel (xim
i , yimi ). This is in contrast to

independently regressing the depth and the camera parame-

ters, as this enforces both to be consistent, and at the same

time it does not penalize ambiguous cases, since the 3D co-

ordinates are still computed using the camera parameters.

We note that other losses that are usually used to regress

depth such as ordinal regression loss [11] could be adapted

to regress our output representation. However, this simple

RMSE loss we use tends to perform good for indoor scenes,

where the depth range is limited.

From the depth values, we predict the world normals us-

ing the cross-product between the 3D coodinates of adjacent

pixels in the image plane,

n
w
k,l = (cwk,l − c

w
k+1,l)× (cwk,l+1 − c

w
k,l) (4)

where k, l are the row and column indices corresponding

to index i. We then use a cosine similarity loss between the

ground truth and predicted world normals.

This loss serves two purposes: first, it acts as a regu-

larizer, following similar strategies as previous work [10],

where the difference between the predicted and ground-

truth depth gradients in the image plane are penalized. The

second purpose is forcing distant pixels to be consistent for

large planar regions through the predicted camera parame-

ters: the predicted normal for a pixel corresponding to the

ground plane has to be consistent with the predicted camera,

as all the normals for these regions are connected through

the predicted camera parameters. This loss is simply com-

puted as

LNormal =
1

2N

N
∑

i=0

(1− n
w
i · nw∗

i )2 (5)

Finally, the loss we use for training the system is simply

the weighted sum of both terms,

L = L3D + λLNormal (6)

In all our experiments, we use a weight of λ = 1.
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Loss Non-locality. To illustrate that this loss has non-

local effects we show that, for some particular cases, the

3D coordinates are constrained by the combination of the

model and the priors that the network is biased to learn on

yw and nw
y .

For all pixels in the horizon line, their yw coordinate

is defined by the camera height and, consequently, by

three single predicted parameters in our model (the camera

height, the roll and the pitch). For some predicted c
w for an

image, perturbing any yw in the horizon line can only be ac-

complished by perturbing the camera height, which would

cause a perturbation in all the yw on this line of the image

plane.

Similarly, for planar regions such as the floor, the model

may be able to learn a strong prior for yw ≈ 0 and nw
y ≈ 1,

enforced by our loss. If this is the case, the depth values

that the network should predict to be consistent with this

prior are controlled by the camera intrinsics and extrinsics.

Consequently, a perturbation that causes these parameters

to change can potentially affect all the points corresponding

to floor pixels.

4. Experiments

We train the model on center crops of 256 × 192, after

resizing the smallest dimension of the original image ap-

propriately. We train the model for 200k iterations with a

batch size of 48, using Adam [16] with a starting learn-

ing rate of 10−3 and decreasing it to 10−4 after 100k it-

erations. Our trained models are available at: https:

//github.com/mbaradad/im2pcl.

4.1. Data

Our method relies on having ground-truth world coordi-

nates cw∗ for images taken with a diverse set of poses and

intrinsics. These can be easily acquired from datasets con-

taining video sequences with depth (such as Scannet [9]) or

from datasets containing panoramic depth images (such as

Matterport3D [4]). In the first case, the ground plane can

be estimated by automatically fusing the videos into a sin-

gle mesh and annotating it once per scene. In the second

case, it can be robustly estimated if the images are captured

with a tripod, by considering the region that lies below the

camera.

In this paper, we only use Scannet, as it contains a more

diverse set of extrinsics than Matterport3D (particularly, a

more diverse range of camera heights). To generate ground

truth poses, we use annotated floor pixels when there are

more than 100 visible, fitting a plane to them and using this

to estimate the extrinsics. When there are no floor points,

we rely on the precomputed poses available on the dataset.

We have empirically found our ground-plane based method

to yield more accurate extrinsics than those already avail-

able in the dataset, which are computed by fusing all the

Parameter Range

Pitch (−58.73◦, 11.46◦)

Roll (−9.56◦, 9.15◦)

Camera height (1.10 m, 2.77 m)

Scannet FoV (57.54◦, 59.02◦)

Full FoV (30.00◦, 59.02◦)

Table 1. Valid ranges for the camera parameters used to train the

system, which are derived from those found in Scannet (for pitch,

roll, camera height and Scannet FoV). The Full FoV range cor-

responds to the maximum FoV found in Scannet and a smaller

minimum Field of View, to simulate images taken with cameras

with a diverse set of focal lengths.

images in a video sequence, and are prone to drift errors

that make floor points not lie on a plane.

Finally, to compute the ground truth normals (nw∗

i ) for

each image we first back-project each point into 3D using

the ground truth depth. We then fit a plane to each point

using k-nearest neighbors [33], where we use a maximum

number of 300 neighbors and maximum search radius of

1m. This differs from the way in which we compute esti-

mated normals (nw
i ), as we require this computation to be

fast and differentiable during training. We have empirically

found this to yield better estimates of the normals than just

considering the two closest neighbors in the image plane.

4.2. Camera model and priors

We assume a pinhole camera model with center projec-

tion and known ranges for the extrinsic and intrinsic param-

eters, shown in Table 1. These correspond to the 1st and

99th percentile of the empirical distribution of the Scannet

dataset. As our method naturally handles images taken with

different fields of view (FoV), we propose augmenting the

dataset with random crops to simulate images taken with

longer focal lengths. This allows the system to work on im-

ages in the wild and under a less restrictive setting. Since

the camera FoV of the images in the Scannet dataset is wide

(roughly 60◦), we can generate images of arbitrary smaller

FoV simply by cropping.

For a fair comparison against previous methods, we train

two systems: one with a reduced FoV matching the range

found in Scannet (which we call Scannet FoV) and one with

an extended range of FoV’s (which we call Full FoV). The

first one allows a fair comparison against previous systems

(that are implicitly trained with this field of view) while

the second allows testing the system on images in the wild,

which may have a smaller field of view.

4.3. Indataset performance

Results for both depth and camera parameter estimation

are reported in Tables 2 and 3. Though our system is unable

to outperform previous methods on all the metrics when

testing in the validation set of Scannet, we note that our
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Figure 2. Results on random samples of the Scannet validation dataset for our method. Each pair of rows shows a top-down and right

ortographic view of the reconstructed pointcloud. We note that our resconstructions properly capture planar regions such as floors and

walls. As expected, the Full FoV model performs better than the Scannet FoV model on cropped images, as the last row depicts.

Method RMS sq. rel. log RMS

APMoE [17] 0.38 0.10 0.22
DORN[11] 0.29 0.06 0.17

Ours (Full FoV) 0.38 0.11 0.21
Ours (Scannet FoV) 0.33 0.08 0.18

Table 2. Depth performance of our method on the validation set of

Scannet, when fixing the field of view to that of the dataset (Scan-

net FoV) and for variable field of view (Full FoV) as in Table 1.

method does not explicitly regress to either of these, and

is solving a problem that handles a different type of uncer-

tainty. For example, the y for each point on a wall may be

hard to estimate if the floor is not visible, but the depth may

be easier to estimate for fixed focal length if there is some

object in contact with the wall with a size that is easy to

estimate.

Figures 2 and 3 show qualitative results for samples in

the validation set of Scannet for both systems. As expected,

the qualitative performance of the Scannet FoV system is

better when tested on an appropriate field of view, but the

Method Pitch error (◦) Roll error (◦)

avg. med. avg. med.

DeepHorizon [36] 3.81 2.56 2.51 1.82
Hold-Geoffroy et al. [13] 3.53 2.33 2.15 1.50
UprightNet [37] 2.88 2.04 2.12 1.48

Ours (Full FoV) 4.29 2.94 2.61 2.00
Ours (Scannet FoV) 3.25 2.09 1.98 1.46

Table 3. Camera parameter performance on Scannet test set. Per-

formance metrics for [36] and [13] correspond to those reported

in [37].

Full FoV is able to produce reasonably good results for a

wider set of FoV’s. This outperforms the Scannet FoV when

tested on the Full FoV data distribution, as depicted in the

last rows of Figures 2 and 3.

4.4. Crossdataset performance

To assess how our method performs on new datasets, we

test it on the NYU [30] and SUN360 [38] datasets, which

the system is not trained on. This evaluation method fol-
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Figure 3. Predicted extrinsics, world normals (nw

y ) and depth for

the Scannet FoV model (three top rows) and Full FoV model (three

bottom rows). From left to right: the input image with the ground

truth (green) and predicted (red) horizon lines; ground truth nor-

mals; estimated normals; ground truth depth; estimated depth. We

note that the Full FoV system solves a problem with more un-

certainty, and may have access to less information about the scene

(because of the reduced FoV), as illustrated in the last row for each

system.

Method RMS rel log10

PlaneNet [27] 0.858 0.220 0.114
PlaneRCNN [26] 0.644 0.164 0.077

Ours (Full FoV) 0.646 0.187 0.107
Ours (Scannet FoV) 0.566 0.158 0.082

Table 4. NYU cross-dataset depth performance, using Scannet data

for training.

lows the same cross-dataset evaluation methods from [26]

and [37], where authors report results for systems trained

and validated using Scannet data, but tested on NYU and

SUN360 respectively. Performance metrics for depth and

extrinsics prediction can be found in Tables 4 and 5. In

terms of performance, our method is better than both meth-

ods in both depth and camera parameter regression.

For visual comparison, we show qualitative results for

state of the art methods compared to ours when predicting

the structure for indoor images of the ADE20k dataset [45].

This dataset consists of images in the wild, annotated with

semantics), but without ground truth depth. In Figure 4 we

Method Pitch error (◦) Roll error (◦)

avg. med. avg. med.

DeepHorizon [36] 8.68 5.50 2.98 1.89
Hold-Geoffroy et al. [13] 9.57 6.09 3.11 2.20
UprightNet [37] 7.59 4.94 2.30 1.53

Ours (Full FoV) 8.18 6.07 2.73 2.11
Ours (Scannet FoV) 7.45 5.39 2.18 1.65

Table 5. Generalization performance of camera parameter estima-

tion on SUN360 dataset. We follow the evaluation method propsed

in [37], which consists of sampling 6 different examples for each

panoramic image using Scannet statistics.

show several examples, illustrating the advantages of our

method and its shortcomings compared to other state of the

art methods.

To visually compare state of the art methods against ours,

we postprocess their output using the available semantic

groundtruth, fitting a plane to the floor pixels, and com-

pute the point cloud using the focal length corresponding

to the dataset the methods are trained on. Our results cor-

respond directly to the output of our system, without any

further postprocessing.

The qualitative results show that, whereas state of the art

methods produce plausible depth results, our method cor-

rectly estimates the point cloud in world reference frame.

Qualitatively, our results match those computed by com-

bining estimated depth and ground truth semantics, while

giving a more consistent structure of the whole scene. For

example, our method is able to recover better orthogonal-

ity between the floor, walls and other elements (such as the

pool table in the first row) while, other methods are not able

to recover orthogonality. This can be seen in either right-

side views, where walls can be seen as not being orthogonal

to the floor, or on top views, where walls do not project into

a line.

Failure cases. Though we have shown our system to be

more robust than state-of-the-art methods, it still fails if the

testing time distribution is too diferent than that of training.

In particular, it does not properly generalize to objects not

present in the training dataset such as people. In Figure

5 we illustrate the behavior of our method when there is a

person occupying a large portion of the image, together with

the behavior of another state of the art method for the same

image.

In the bottom row of the same figure, we display another

failure case that is particular of our method. When it pro-

duces a bad estimate for some regions that account for large

planar regions (such as floors having table like heights or

the converse), this causes a shift on all the predicted coor-

dinates. For this cases, we have qualitatively found depth

prediction methods to recover a more plausible solution.
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Figure 4. Pointcloud results on indoor images of ADE20k for 3 state of the art methods and ours. The methods are trained using NYU

data (DORN [11] and Virtual Normal [40]) or Scannet (PlaneRCNN [26] and our two proposed systems). For each image, we display a

top-down ortographic view and a right-side ortographic view. The depth region used to estimate the ground plane for the methods other

than ours is highlighted in red in the images.
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Figure 5. Failure cases on ADE20k. The result on top shows a

failure case that is also present for other models predicting depth:

these models are usually unable to generalize to objects not present

in the training dataset, such as humans. The bottom row shows a

failure case characteristic of our model.

4.5. Use in downstream tasks

Since the representation we obtain provides a point cloud

in a canonical world frame, it can be more amenable to use

for downstream tasks that require estimating the 3D struc-

ture of a scene.

To illustrate this with a simple example, in Figure 6

we show how the intrinsics and extrinsics predicted by our

method can be of use for placing 3D objects in images in

the wild. To obtain the results shown there, we only re-

quire a single user click on a valid ground point of the im-

age. When placed there, the object has to be unoccluded

for our method to produce plausible results, as our point-

cloud representation does not allow to trivially test whether

occlusions occur. Given this point, we place the object by

rendering it according to the predicted camera intrinsics and

extrinsics, and then we blend it with the original image.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a method to regress 3D

coordinates from a single image in an upright and ground

plane centered reference frame. To this end, we use a CNN

Figure 6. Metric 3D object placement. Given an image (top row,

from the ADE20k dataset) and three image positions where a chair

can be placed, we automatically place it on the ground plane posi-

tion that projects to that point, using the predicted camera param-

eters of our method.

that predicts the 3D coordinates for all pixels, but does so

in the subspace of scenes defined by a set of plausible cam-

era models. We show that this empirically leads to better

generalization to unseen datasets.

We argue that the reasons for these are that our represen-

tation of 3D structure is invariant to the camera pose, and

can thus pick up more general structure during training, and

non-local effects of our loss, that penalizes inconsistencies

across large and distant regions of the image.

Furthermore, we have shown that the representation ob-

tained by our model is amenable to downstream tasks such

as 3D object placement, which can benefit from predicted

metric 3D structure in a canonical reference frame.
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